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We reconstruct the gravitational lensing convergence signal from Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) polarization data taken by the Polarbear experiment and cross-correlate it with Cosmic
Infrared Background (CIB) maps from the Herschel satellite. From the cross-spectra, we obtain
evidence for gravitational lensing of the CMB polarization at a statistical significance of 4.0σ and
evidence for the presence of a lensing B-mode signal at a significance of 2.3σ. We demonstrate
that our results are not biased by instrumental and astrophysical systematic errors by performing
null-tests, checks with simulated and real data, and analytical calculations. This measurement of
polarization lensing, made via the robust cross-correlation channel, not only reinforces Polarbear
auto-correlation measurements, but also represents one of the early steps towards establishing CMB
polarization lensing as a powerful new probe of cosmology and astrophysics.
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Introduction: Precise measurements of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies with experi-
ments such as WMAP, ACT, SPT, and Planck [1–4] have
provided great insight into the evolution and composition
of the Universe, yet a wealth of cosmological information
remains undiscovered within the CMB. In particular, up-
coming measurements of the gravitational lensing of the
CMB – deflections of CMB photons by the gravitational
influence of the large-scale mass distribution – are ex-
pected to make significant contributions to cosmology,
probing the properties of dark energy [5, 6], the masses
of neutrinos [7], and, through cross-correlations, the re-
lation between dark matter and luminous tracers [8–12].
The CMB lensing signal, which directly probes the

mass distribution, can be estimated from lensing-induced
correlations between CMB modes. Measurements of
CMB lensing using temperature fluctuations have pro-
gressed from first detections [6, 8–14] to precise mea-
surements which constrain cosmological models [7, 15].
Further large improvements in precision and scientific re-
turn are expected from the measurement of lensing in the
polarization of the CMB. Polarization lensing measure-
ments can map the mass distribution in unprecedented
detail, because, unlike temperature lensing, polarization
measurements are not limited by cosmic variance.
Recent studies have measured the cross-correlation of

the flux of the Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB) and
CMB temperature lensing [15, 16]. High correlation be-
tween the CMB lensing and CIB fields was found, with
a maximal correlation coefficient of ∼ 80% observed at a
CIB wavelength of approximately ∼ 500µm.
Here we measure CMB polarization lensing and lensing

B-mode polarization via a cross-correlation of Polar-

bear CMB polarization lensing maps with maps of the
CIB from Herschel, and verify that the signal agrees with
theoretical expectation. Our work also demonstrates the
novel technique of polarization lensing reconstruction in
practice and supports the direct detection of the polar-
ized lensing power spectrum by Polarbear [17] with
an independent measurement. Recently, a similar cross-
correlation result was published by the SPT collaboration
[18]. Our work differs in some aspects (for example, our
CMB maps have lower noise on a smaller area), but we
find consistent results. This agreement builds confidence
in both results, given the potentially different system-
atic errors (e.g., due to differences in map depth, scan
strategy, observing location or experiment design).
CMB and CIB Data: The Polarbear experiment

consists of a bolometric receiver operating on the 3.5-
meter Huan Tran Telescope at the James Ax Obser-
vatory in Northern Chile [19]. The receiver has 1,274
polarization-sensitive transition-edge sensor bolometers
observing a spectral band centered at 148 GHz [20].
This analysis uses data from two of the three fields ob-

served between May 2012 and June 2013 (the two that
overlap with Herschel data). The fields are roughly 10

sq. degrees in size and centered at (RA,Dec) = (23h02m,
−32.8◦), (11h53m, −0.5◦), with approximate noise lev-
els in polarization of 6µK-arcmin and 8µK-arcmin. The
fields will be referred to as “RA23” and “RA12,” respec-
tively. The observations and map-making are described
in the lensing power spectrum companion paper [17].
We construct an apodization window from a smoothed

inverse variance weight of the Polarbear map. Map
pixels within 3

′

of ATCA catalog sources [21] are also
masked. This catalog is measured at a frequency of 20
GHz. There are 12 sources masked from the two Po-

larbear fields used. We multiply the Q and U maps by
this apodization window before transforming them into
E and B maps using the pure-B transform [22].
We also use overlapping 500µm data from the H-

ATLAS survey [23] with the Herschel/SPIRE instrument
[24]. We follow the approach of [25] to create maps from
the data, and use the maximum-likelihood map-maker
HIPE [26], a calibration from [27] and standard pointing
information. We flag glitches using the standard pipeline
and replace them with constrained white noise realiza-
tions. Steps in DC-offset are compensated for by shifting
the affected timelines by an appropriate data-estimated
DC-offset. The maps have rms instrument noise levels
(per beam) of 7 mJy, and the instrument has a Gaussian
effective beam with FWHM 36.6′′.
Polarization Lensing Reconstruction and Cross-

correlation Pipeline: CMB polarization is commonly
described by two fields: an even parity E-mode polariza-
tion and an odd parity B-mode polarization field [28, 29].
Gravitational lensing by large-scale structure results in a
remapping of the CMB photons described by the lensing
deflection field d, which points from the direction of pho-
ton reception to the direction of origin. Lensing converts
E-modes into B-modes, inducing a correlation between
the lensing B-modes and E-modes; similar correlations
are also introduced between formerly independent pairs
of E-modes.
The optimal polarized quadratic estimators derive

lensing by measuring these lensing-induced mode corre-
lations [30–32]. The so-called EB and EE estimators are
given by:

κ̂EB(L) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
gEB(L, l)E(l)B(L − l), (1)

κ̂EE(L) =

∫

d2l

(2π)2
gEE(L, l)E(l)E(L − l), (2)

where g is a function chosen as in [32] to normalize and
optimize the estimator, L and l are Fourier space vec-
tors conjugate to position on the sky, and κ = −∇ · d/2
is the lensing convergence. Using these estimators, we
calculate a noisy map of the lensing convergence field κ
which can be correlated with the Herschel CIB maps.
In the estimators, we use only scales 500 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2700
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in the polarization maps. This range of scales is chosen
to ensure that the noise is effectively white (non-white
noise increases at very low ℓ) and that beam systematics
[33] and astrophysical foregrounds [6] are subdominant
(both increase at high ℓ), while maintaining much of the
possible signal-to-noise.
To test the pipeline, we generate a set of 400 Monte

Carlo simulations which have similar properties to the
data. To construct these simulations, we lens Gaus-
sian simulations of CMB Q and U polarization using
the method described in [34]. We then add noise with
the same level and spatial inhomogeneity as found in the
data, with a constant power spectrum. Q/U noise corre-
lations in the POLARBEAR data are only of order 1%;
as the Q/U noise correlations are so small, and as they
cannot bias a cross-power with large scale structure, we
neglect them in our simulations. We verified that the
deviation of the map noise power from white noise was
minimal over the range of scales used in our analysis.
These simulations are used to validate our pipeline as

follows. We cross-correlate the reconstructed lensing con-
vergence maps with the input lensing convergence maps
in the simulation, which act as a proxy for the correlated
part of the Herschel maps. By testing whether the re-
sulting cross-power agrees with the noiseless lensing con-
vergence power spectrum, we verify that our pipeline is
unbiased. We repeat this pipeline validation with 100
CMB polarization signal simulations that have passed
through the entire scanning and mapmaking pipeline, in-
cluding the same source masking and window functions
as used in the analysis of the data; with these simulations
we verify that our estimators are correctly normalized to
better than ∼ 15% levels for both EB and EE estimators
and are thus not significantly biased by scanning or map-
making (this accuracy suffices for an approximate check
of scan/mapmaking-effects to complement our main sim-
ulations, for which we have demonstrated much higher
accuracy).
We use the lensing convergence maps, reconstructed as

described previously, to measure the polarization lensing-
CIB cross-power.
Predicted Cross-power: As shown e.g. in [35], the

cross-power is given by

CκI
ℓ =

∫

dzH(z)

η2(z)
Wκ(z)W I(z)P (k = ℓ/η(z), z) (3)

where P (k, z) is the matter power spectrum, W I(z) is
proportional to the redshift origin of the CIB signal dI/dz
and Wκ is the CMB lensing kernel defined as in [12].
We base our fiducial signal calculation of the lensing-

CIB cross-power on the best-fit W I(z) at 500µm from
[16], which in turn relies on the model of [36]. The re-
sulting signal theory curve is used in Figs. 1 and 2.
Measured Cross-power: We measure the cross-

powers of polarization lensing and the Herschel maps
of the infrared background on two Polarbear maps

(RA12 and RA23), with lensing derived from both the
EB and EE estimators. All four cross-power spectra
(two estimators on two maps) are shown in the lowest
panel of Fig. 1. We co-add the two cross-spectra involving
the EB estimator to calculate a cross-power correspond-
ing to a measurement of B-mode polarization, shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 1; we obtain evidence forB-mode
polarization from lensing at a significance of 2.3σ. The
significance of a detection is calculated using the expres-

sion
√

∑

i(χ
2
i,null − χ2

i,theory) where the sum is over all

relevant cross-powers and χ2 is calculated using the full
covariance matrix. We similarly construct a co-added
combination of all four polarized lensing-cross powers,
shown in the top panel of Fig. 1; this corresponds to a
detection of polarized lensing at 4.0σ significance.

The errors and the 5 × 5 covariance matrix for our
cross-power measurement are obtained using the 400 sim-
ulations described earlier. We perform simple conver-
gence tests by varying the number of simulations used
and find stable results. We also note that the errors
we simulate agree with the results of analytical calcula-
tions based on the observed power spectra and that using
only the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix gives
similar detection significances (to within 0.2σ). As our
null hypothesis is the absence of gravitational lensing of
CMB polarization, we include no lensing in the simula-
tions used to derive the detection significance.

Systematic Error Estimates and Null Tests:

Here we discuss the effects of potential sources of sys-
tematic error on the polarization lensing – CIB cross-
correlation. We first focus on astrophysical foregrounds
before turning to instrumental systematics. To check the
point source contamination level, we compare the lensing-
CIB cross-powers with and without the ATCA sources
masked in the CMB; we find the differences are less than
0.2σ, which indicates that the contribution of polarized
point sources is negligible. As an additional test, we sim-
ulate polarized radio point sources in both CMB and CIB
maps and propagate these maps through our lensing es-
timation and cross-correlation pipeline. We very conser-
vatively estimate 10% polarization fraction, counts as in
[37], and neglect any source masking in Polarbear. We
find negligible contamination to the cross-power, at levels
well below a percent of the signal.

We next consider contamination due to polarized emis-
sion from dusty CIB sources, which could potentially
propagate through the lensing estimator and bias our
cross-correlation measurement. We first construct 400
simple simulations of this effect, approximating the CIB
maps as Gaussian random fields with the Herschel 500µm
power spectrum (a good approximation because source-
confusion dominates). Polarized CIB Q and U simula-
tions are obtained by rescaling these maps, assuming a
frequency dependence as in [15] and very conservatively
assuming each pixel has a randomly-oriented averaged
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FIG. 1: Cross-power spectra of CMB polarization lensing
and the 500µm Herschel CIB flux. Top panel: the min-
imum variance combination of all polarization lensing mea-
surements cross-correlated with the Herschel maps; this re-
sult corresponds to 4.0σ evidence for gravitational lensing of
CMB polarization. Middle panel: the cross power of EB-
reconstructed lensing with the Herschel maps; constructed
from the EB estimator applied to both Polarbear maps,
this result corresponds to 2.3σ evidence for lensing B-modes.
Bottom panel: all four combinations of the two lensing
estimators (EE,EB) applied to two different Polarbear

maps (RA23, RA12) and cross-correlated with Herschel -
EB/RA23 (dark blue), EE/RA23 (green), EE/RA12 (red),
EB/RA12 (cyan), listing from left to right for each band-
power. The fiducial theory curve for the lensing – CIB cross-
spectrum [16] is also shown (solid line).

polarization fraction of 3%. With these simulations, we
find a bias to the cross-power consistent with zero (less
than 2× 10−4 of the expected cross-power signal), as ex-
pected from a Gaussian three-point function, and a neg-
ligible change in the error bars (less than 7%). Though
Gaussian simulations are a good approximation to the
Herschel maps, we also test for contamination from the
brightest, Poisson-distributed polarized dusty sources. In
our test, we compare the signals with and without the
brightest regions in the Herschel maps masked (where
the flux in a 2× 2 arcmin2 pixel is greater than that of a
50mJy source averaged over the pixel). We find changes
to the signal at the level of only 0.2 σ, indicating bright
infrared source contamination is negligible.
We next discuss instrumental systematic errors. First,

we consider a general systematic that linearly couples
T - and E-modes into B-modes, as leakage most affects
the small B-mode signal. To estimate the effects of such
instrumental systematic errors, we simply insert a general
expression for the systematic-contaminated B-mode

B̃(l) = B(l) +

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
sEB(l− l′)E(l′)

+

∫

d2l′

(2π)2
sTB(l − l′)T (l′), (4)

into our expression for the cross-correlation using the
EB-reconstruction. Here the functions s describe the
systematic-induced couplings and the fields E,B, T are
the true (lensed) fields on the sky. Analytically calculat-
ing the effects of such leakage on the cross-correlation,
we find that the bias it induces is zero (to first order in
s). This is due to the fact that, in cross-correlation, the
EB-estimator is insensitive to leakage of even parity. To
test this analytic calculation in simulations, we repeat
the cross-correlation pipeline verification described ear-
lier, except now introducing leakage terms. We add 1%
of the temperature maps to the Q and U maps, and add
10% of Q to U and vice versa. The introduced leakage
does not bias the cross-correlation to percent-level accu-
racy although the errors increase marginally. We per-
form a similar simulated test of the effect of leakage on
the cross-power calculated with the EE estimator. Using
the same simulations of systematic leakage as for the EB
estimator, we again find a negligible (2%) change in the
recovered cross-power.
We estimate the effects of beam uncertainty by gen-

erating simulations with the beam values everywhere in-
creased or decreased by an amount equal to the 1σ error.
Despite using a coherent offset across all maps and scales,
we find only small effects, always significantly less than
20% of the signal. Differential beam ellipticity results in
leakage of temperature to polarization [38]; however, as
investigated with both analytical arguments and simula-
tions, such leakage does not bias our results. Common-
mode beam ellipticity is expected to be highly subdomi-
nant as the scan-pattern on our maps is nearly isotropic.
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As described in [17], we also constrain the gain error to
be less than 10% of the signal. However, we note that
such beam and gain errors cannot mimic a detection in
cross-correlation if there is in fact no polarization lensing
signal. Finally, we note that our results are insensitive to
≈ 1 degree polarization angle rotation, with the resulting
shifts typically below 0.2σ. In comparison, the statistical
error on our angle measurement is ≈ 0.2 degrees. This
again confirms the insensitivity of our cross-correlation
to possible sources of instrumental systematic error.
We further verify our cross-correlation measurement

with a number of null tests. First, we cross-correlate the
Herschel maps with non-overlapping Polarbear maps
– calculating for instance Polarbear RA12 × Herschel

RA23 and Polarbear RA23 × Herschel RA12 (as in
[13]). Failed null tests would indicate that our simu-
lated error bars have been underestimated. The results
are seen in Fig. 2 – the null tests are passed for both
patches of sky, with χ2 probabilities-to-exceed (PTEs) of
42%/49% (EB estimator / EE estimator) for Polar-

bear RA12 × Herschel RA23 and 24%/56% (EB esti-
mator / EE estimator) for Polarbear RA23 × Her-

schel RA12 respectively.
In a second null test, we calculate the curl compo-

nent of the lensing deflection field (as in [6]) and cross-
correlate it with the Herschel map on the same patch
of sky. The curl null test can probe sources of system-
atic leakage of temperature and E-modes into B-mode
polarization such as pixel rotation or differential effects
in gain, beamwidth, and ellipticity, as the resulting leak-
age has different parity properties which can be probed
by the curl estimator. The results of the curl null test
are shown for both patches in Fig 2. The PTEs for this
null test are 74%/81% for the RA23 map (for the EB
and EE estimators, respectively) and 55%/72% for the
RA12 map (again for the EB and EE estimators). The
curl null test results are consistent with zero.
Finally, we note that a large number of systematic

checks and null tests are performed in [17], with the same
Polarbear CMB data and maps, for measurements of
both the lensing and polarization power spectra. Though
both polarization and lensing power spectrum measure-
ments are much more sensitive to systematic errors than
a cross-correlation measurement, no evidence for system-
atic contamination is found in either case. This gives
further confidence in the robustness of our results.
To prevent observer bias, we used a blind analysis for

the B-mode portion of our results: B-mode cross-spectra
were kept blinded until all systematic tests had been per-
formed.
Conclusions: We report evidence for polarized lens-

ing at 4.0σ and evidence for lensing B-modes at 2.3σ sig-
nificance, from a measurement of the CMB lensing – CIB
cross correlation. This measurement is robust against
both astrophysical and instrumental systematic errors,
and is hence a particularly reliable measurement of po-
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FIG. 2: Upper panel: Curl null tests for all four combina-
tions of estimator / map – EB/RA23 (dark blue), EE/RA23
(green), EE/RA12 (red), EB/RA12 (cyan). In this figure,
curl null test values and errors have been scaled down by a
factor of two for the EE estimator, for ease of plotting (PTEs
are unaffected). Lower panel: Swap-field null tests. Note
that the four sets of points are not entirely statistically in-
dependent. The null tests are consistent with zero and thus
provide no evidence for any systematic errors.

larized lensing. Our results thus reinforce the detection
of the polarization lensing power spectrum reported in
[17]. This work and other measurements of polarization
lensing lie at the beginning of an exciting new field, which
will survey the high-redshift mass distribution in detail,
provide powerful constraints on the properties of dark
energy, neutrinos and inflation, and give insight into the
relation between dark and luminous matter.
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